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"Well, my good people, Christina Bauer did it again. In Scala, her worldbuilding becomes far richer

in details. And the very best part of these books is, of course, the romance." â€“ The Nocturnal

LibraryNineteen-year-old Myla Lewis has transformed into Great Scala, the only being with the

power to move souls out of Purgatory and into Heaven or Hell. Trouble is, a magical object called

Luciferâ€™s Orb is limiting Mylaâ€™s abilities. If she tries to move a soul, the Orbâ€™s forcing her to

send that spirit straight to Hell. So, whatâ€™s a girl to do? Send innocents to the fiery

down-under?No way. Mylaâ€™s gone on a supernatural strike. No souls go anywhere until the

Orbâ€™s history. Itâ€™s the right thing to do, but Purgatoryâ€™s Soul Storage buildings are turning

into time bombs. No spirits are moving out, while millions keep coming in. Mylaâ€™s determined to

find the Orb and send the innocent to Heaven, but sheâ€™s running out of time. Soon, the

containment fields will burst, releasing a mob of homicidal ghosts.With Soul Storage ready to

explode, Mylaâ€™s got enough on her plate without her old enemy, Lady Adair, causing problems.

Adair is launching an ingenious campaign to take away everything that Myla holds dear, including

Mylaâ€™s Angelbound love, Prince Lincoln. Between their clever ideas and toe-curling kisses, Myla

and Lincoln are fighting back. But will they beat the clock or lose everything to Adairâ€™s devious

schemes?ANGELBOUND ORIGINS1. Angelbound2. Scala3. Acca4. Thrax (Fall 2017)5. The Dark

Lands (Fall 2018) 6. Armageddon (Already here, long story!)ANGELBOUND OFFSPRING1.

Maxon2. Portia3. Zinnia (Fall 2019)Perfect for readers who love angels, devils, and demons but

want a fresh take on their related fairy tales, myths, and legends. This series combines fierce

females, paranormal romance and urban/contemporary fantasy. Enjoy!More series from author

Christina Bauer: The Beholder (YA Dark Fantasy), Dimension Drift (YA Urban Fantasy) and Fairy

Tales of the Magicorum Series (YA Urban Fantasy)
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Myla is back in book 2, picking up a few months after the end of book one. Ã¢Â€Â‹Myla is now the

Great Scala and with those powers come some terrible responsibilities. Number one being moving

souls to either Heaven or Hell, but with the hidden orb in Purgatory, the only place the souls can go

is Hell. So while trying to find the orb, Myla is also trying to keep the overflowing souls contained,

steal some alone time with her hunny Lincoln, and dodge Lady Adair, who has made it her goal to

be the thorn in Myla's side. Just another day in Purgatory for MylaÃ¢Â€Â‹I literally could not stop

listening to this book, Ã¢Â€Â‹I was so on the edge of my seat worrying over everything Myla had to

deal with. Seriously, this was stressful and real life kept getting in my way, and I loved every minute

of the story. I was sucked into the plot and everything Myla went through, I went through right along

with her. The book was such a good mix of action and conflict, with romantic tension and complex,

continuing to evolve characters. Also, the few sweet encounters with Myla and Lincoln were heart

melting and 100% confirmed that they belong together- the fact he supports her in any capacity is

swoon worthy.The author was back to narrate the second book and I could not have been happier.

Keep in mind I own all the books in the series as ebooks, but I will gladly wait until the author has

created audio versions for me to listen to because she brings them to life in a way I probably could

not have imagined if I read them on my own. Christina gives all the characters personality and

voice, creating a full picture for the reader (listener) to get wrapped up in. Myla is hands down my

favorite, due in part to her personality, random ramblings and special touches Christina uses to

bring her to life. I know that if Myla was a real person and not the Great Scala living in Purgatory, we

would be good friends- my snark would recognize her snark.I can't wait to continue the series, but I

will patiently (ok not so patiently, but I have no other option) wait for the rest of the series to become

audio. I have forced book 1, Angelbound on so many people (who eventually gave into my



demands, mwhahaha) and they loved it as much as I did. This series is so much fun, with great

characters and world building, that I would easily recommend it to anyone looking for a supernatural

read. In case from my ramblings it was not apparent, I love this book and can't wait to read (aka

listen to Christina read) more.

Absolutely loved this one too. Myla is the scala now and the problem she is facing is she cannot

process the souls. Lucifer's Orb makes it impossible to send the good souls to heaven. She and

Lincoln are in love but his ex is determined to get him back. So she is making Myla's life miserable.

Myla is having issues with ghost containment, a meddlesome ex, and it looks like problems are

coming in on all fronts.I love getting to come back and visit clients that I've grown to adore. The

author's voice to these characters just takes it to a new level for me. Myla and Lincoln are just

completely perfect together. Adair was obnoxious. Loved my favorites being back. Walker may be

my absolute favorite. Getting to really see more of Myla's dad intrigued me as well as all the

positions her family and friends hold. The end was gratifying and sad at the same time. Good mix

throughout the story and didn't want it to end!Absolutely 5/5. I can't wait for more.Thank you to the

publisher/author for the review copy of this book. I received this book in exchange for an honest

review and the opinions stated above are 100% mine.

Some series have what I call filler books unnecessary to storylines. NOT the case with this one.

Scala was filled with page turning storylines that kept me thoroughly engaged. It definitely felt

necessary after the first book, and for what may come next.I enjoyed the strength of Lincoln and

Myla's unwavering love. They are each independently strong warriors whom know they make an

even stronger team. No lies. No games. No lame reason to break them up, read how broken they

become, and then they reunite. That's every other book. How refreshing ! Storyline was filled with

adventure, romance, a good villain, (or 2) and of course The Great Scala.Good stuff. Can't wait to

read about Lincoln and Myla, in their next great adventure in life.
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